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The News'
Briefs
Leaders to begin
peace exchange

DAYTON-A group of
government, business and
school leaders will leave for
Bosnia next month as part
of a citizens exchange to
promote peace, officials
said Monday.
The trip to Bosnia and
Croatia, from Dec. 5 to Dec.
IS, is intended to forge lasting ties with host families
and develop relationships
with average citizens.
The Dayton Peace Accords, which ended the war
in Bosnia one year ago,
were initialed at nearby
Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base after three weeks of
talks among the presidents
of Bosnia, Croatia and Serbia.
The exchange group of 35
people will include Dayton
Mayor Mike Turner. The
trip will be the first in a series of exchanges planned
by the Friendship Force, an
Atlanta-based group that
promotes international
goodwill through the visits.
"This exchange will be a
model for future Initiatives
there with the same goal in
mind: to make international
friends, to help restore a
lasting peace in Bosnia and
hasten the return of normalcy and long-range prosperity," said Susan Smith,
vice president of the
Friendship Force.
Smith said the group will
take along suitcases full of
children's winter clothing
and school supplies.

Army target of sexual abuse claims

DAYTON - More than
200 civil claims alleging
sexual abuse by Army personnel have been filed since
1984, a newspaper reported
Sunday.
Women and their families
have filed 250 civil claims
alleging rape and other
sexual abuse against drill
instructors, recruiters and
other Army personnel in
that time, the Dayton Daily
News reported Sunday.
The newspaper's analysis
of Army records found that
about 100 of the claims
were brought by foreign
nationals.and approximately 30 by the wives and children of active-duty members.
The Army is struggling
with charges of sexual harassment and rape at a training center In Aberdeen,
Md., and elsewhere. Those
complaints involve primarily noncommissioned officers and young female
trainees under their charge.
Capt. Joe Piek, an Army
spokesman In Washington,
said Monday it would be
inappropriate to comment
on "civil-type matters."

Man allegedly
robbed, locked in
trunk

CLEVELAND - A Warrensville man says he was
robbed, tied up with his boot
strings and locked in his
trunk for more than 24
hours.
Rickey Dye, 35, told
police he drove to Cleveland
at about 2 a.m. Sunday to
buy beer. When he got out
of his 1996 Inflniti on 39th
Street on the east side, he
said two men with guns
forced him back into the
car, said Cleveland Police
Det. Patricia Hasan.
The car was impounded
and investigators hoped
fingerprints from the car
would lead to an arrest.

Sports
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Falcon women's basketball runs out
of gas against West Virginia.
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O.J, maintains
alibi for night of
double murder
Michael Fleeman
The Associated Press

SANTA MONICA -- O.J. Simpson couldn't explain today why
blood believed to be the victims'
was found in his Bronco, and was
unsure how he got arc-shaped
hand cuts that plaintiffs claim
were fingernail gouges from a
death struggle.
Fighting back persistent challenges to his alibi, Simpson maintained he was resting in bed or
showering at the time Nicole
Brown Simpson and Ron Goldman were slashed to death. He
also said he was chipping golf
balls and taking his dog out for a
walk during 90 minutes when no
one saw him the night of the slayings.
Simpson testified for the second day in the wrongful death
trial that he could have cut himself at least three different times
in two states in the days surrounding the June 12, 1994, killings, and at one point guessed
one of the cuts could have been
caused by rough play with his
young son.
Simpson also couldn't say for
sure how he broke a drinking
glass in a Chicago hotel room the
morning after the slayings - a
glass whose shards, Simpson
said, must have sliced or
reopened a wound on his left
hand.
Shown several photographs of
the arc-shaped cuts, Simpson was
at last asked point-blank by attorney Daniel Petrocelli if the
cuts occurred, as a plaintiff expert testified, during a fingernail-gouging death grip by Ms.
Simpson or Goldman.
"It was a fingernail mark,
wasn't it?" Petrocelli asked
Simpson of one picture taken
June 15, 1994, showing a red
mark on the side of Simpson's
left ring finger.
"I doubt that very much,"
Simpson said.
"It was someone's fingernails
ripping Into your skin, wasn't it?"
"Unless it was Justin's, I
couldn't say," Simpson said, referring to his son. Simpson said
after he returned from Chicago
that he and his son had "wrestled."
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A lesson in butterflies

Earlier, Simpson had no explanation - police frame-up or
otherwise - for blood believed to
be that of the victims showed up
in his Ford Bronco.
"You have no explanation for
blood matching your blood or
matching your DNA?" Petrocelli
asked.

"I don't think I
rehearsed it, but I've
told it before."
O.J.Simpson
on his civil trial testimony

"That's correct."
"You have no explanation for
how the blood of Nicole was
found on the carpet on the
driver's side?"
"No."
"You have no explanation how
the blood of Ron Goldman was
found in your car?"
"No."
"You have no explanation for
this jury?"
"None," Simpson said.
Nor could Simpson explain
why there was blood on his finger
and kitchen counter as he was
leaving for Chicago the night of
the slayings.
Subdued as the attorney
slammed his alibi, Simpson said
he was running late for a limousine ride to the airport because
he had been resting in bed, and
hurried into the shower between
10:35 p.m. and 10:40 p.m. Plaintiffs say Ms. Simpson and Goldman were slashed to death between 10:35 and 10:45.
While he was showering, Simpson said, he thought he heard a
phone ringing. He said his security system causes the phone to
ring when a visitor buzzes at the
gate.
Limousine driver Allan Park
testified that he rang the intercom from 10:40 to 10:49. House
guest Brian "Kato" Kaelin arrived at the front of the estate at
10:55, checking out mysterious
thumps, and Simpson came out of
See SIMPSON, page three.

Gymnasts help
community kids
pressed to him that her two sons
who are involved In the program
are absolutely thrilled, and they
The University's women's talk about gymnastics from
gymnastics team is returning Monday to Monday.
what was given to them when
they were young by coaching
community children.
Dan Connelly, head women's
gymnastics coach, said the purpose of the program Is to give
children a positive opportunity in
gymnastics.
The members of the women's
Dan Connelly
gymnastics team coach the
women's gymnastics coach
community children for one hour
on Monday nights.
"The gymnasts are enjoying
Senior Kim Pope said most
the students a lot," Connelly said. parents stay the hour to watch
The program has been a posi- their children.
"They can see the progression
tive experience for everyone inthe kids have made in a short
volved.
"We've gotten tremendous pos- amount of time," she said.
Susan Talbott, senior gymnast,
itive feedback as far as the parents and children involved with said some of the gymnasts have
the program," he said.
Connelly said one mother exSec GYMNAST, page three.
Maureen Barry
The BC News

"The gymnasts are
enjoying the students
a lot."

John PtplnfThe AuacLUcd Pnia

U.S. Park Service Education Specialist Dave Kronk shows monarch butterflies to third graders In
Munising, Mich., In September.

Sabotage suspected
TWA disaster's cause may be tampering
Pat Milton
The Associated Press

SMITHTOWN, NY. - The FBI
Is pursuing the possibility that
TWA Flight 800 was brought
down by a saboteur who tampered with the jet's electronic or
mechanical systems, a law enforcement source said Monday.
Also being considered is the
possibility someone strategically
placed a small explosive inside
the center fuel tank, leading to
the blast.

"All these things are definitely
up on the board," said the source,
who spoke on the condition of
anonymity. "These are things
that we don't necessarily have
evidence of but we are interested
in and are pursuing as possibilities."
James Kallstrom, the FBI assistant director who is leading
the criminal investigation of the
crash, said only that the bureau is
pursuing every scenario.
"We would not being doing our
job if we didn't look into all these

things even though some may
seem farfetched or remote," he
said.
The Paris-bound 747 exploded
minutes after taking off from
Kennedy Airport on July 17, killing all 230 people on board.
For months, investigators said
the plane may have brought
down by a missile, a bomb or
some kind of catastrophic mechanical malfunction. But so far,
they have found no evidence to
See CRASH, page four.

Past Turkish Prime Minister
attacked by anonymous man
The Associated Press

ANKARA, Turkey - A man
punched former Turkish Prime
Minister Mesut Yilmaz in the
nose at a hotel lobby in Budapest
and then fled.
"A well-dressed, muscular
young man suddenly hit me in my
face," Yilmaz, leader of main opposition center-right Motherland
Party, said Monday on private
television Channel D.

The motive for the Sunday
afternoon attack, which left Yilmaz with a bloody nose, was not
clear. A caller to a live phone-in
show on HBB television, who
said he was Turkish, claimed responsibility. The claim could not
be verified.
"I couldn't stand a former
prime minister playing with the
honor of the Turkish state," the
Anatolia news agency quoted the
caller as saying.
Osman Basak, a businessman

traveling with Yilmaz, told private TGRT television that the attacker snouted at Yilmaz, "You
betrayed Catli. Our next warning
will be with a gun."
Fugitive terrorist Abdullah Catli and a police chief were killed
earlier this month while in the
same car that crashed, raising
the question of links between the
police and crime lords.
Yilmaz said his bodyguards
intervened but the attacker escaped in a waiting car.
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Option to stay is student's right
Imagine this scenario: You live out-of-state (WAY
out of state), there's really no way for you to get home,
and you'd rather save your money to buy a plane ticket
to go home for Winter break.
However, the student housing office informs you
that basically, you'll have no place to stay over
Thanksgiving break. Your residence hall is being
closed, and you don't have the option of staying in
another one.
Basically, that's what's happening on the University over break. Founders and Compton residence
halls will both be open, but only students who currently live there have the option of staying there.
Even for the students who choose to stay, the
options on campus are practically nil. None of the
dining halls will be open.
Why is the University not allowing options to any
of its on-campus students? Sure, closing most of the
residence halls is understandable, but students
should be allowed to relocate to other residence halls,
if they so choose. Not having the dining halls open for
full operating hours is understandable, as well, but
at least leaving one dining hall open, at least for very
limited hours, should be expected.
The News believes that the University should be
more accomodating toward students who wish to remain on campus over Thanksgiving break. A complete shutdown of campus between Fall and Spring
semesters is understandable. A complete shutdown
for five days borders on ridiculous.
Granted, the University should not be expected
to allow every student to stick around. Some sort of
guidelines should be set, such as only allowing students who live outside of a certain mile radius to stay,
or only allowing students who live out of state to stay.
The News believes that if the University wants to
attract a more diverse student body (and one that
sticks around on the weekends), they need to be more
accomodating to those coming from abroad.
After all. if the students are paying the money,
they should at least have the right to their "home away
from home" without the University telling them when
they can come and go.

Finger lickin' good? Think again
I admit It. I'm a chicken
fanatic. Other people love koala bears, have cat calendars,
collect porcelain swans. I adore
chickens.
People who have spent
extended periods of time with
them tell me that chickens are
stinky, crazy, and. above all,
dumb as rocks. I refuse to believe this. There's Just something so endearing about the
birds: the way they scoot
around with their heads bobbing furiously, peering out at
the world through ferocious
eyes. They're tenacious critters.
Uke most people, I never
really equated the animal with
the buffalo wings or chicken
soup I've so often found before
me. I've lived life the good oldfashioned American way. where
meat Is the main course of every meal and any thoughts of
"hey. this drumstick was once
someone's leg!" are quashed by
the Idea that such Is the natural order of things.
I was okay with this. It's
pretty tough to dine without
killing something, unless you
subsist entirely on marshmallows and Yoo-Hoo. But then I
gradually learned how my beloved chickens are raised and
slaughtered In the U.S. today.
There is currently no federal legislation controlling the
raising, transport or slaughter
of chickens; this means that the

Southard
welfare of the 7.5 billion birds
that are slaughtered In this
country every year is entirely
up to the Individual producer.
The producers take full
advantage of this. Chickens are
often crammed together In tiny
cages that Inhibit movement
and ensure fat birds. Restricted
from walking around by the
closeness of their cagemates.
birds remain rooted In one
spot—sometimes the skin on
their feet grows around the wire
on the bottom of the cage.
Under such unnatural
conditions the birds grow aggressive and henpeck their
cagemates. pulling out feathers, sometimes seriously Injuring each other. Chicken producers solve this problem by
"debeaking" the birds—the tip
of the beak Is seared off. sometimes catching part of the
tongue In the process.
The chickens themselves
have a slew of health problems—they grow so fast that
their skeletal systems are unable to support their bulk.
Contagious diseases spread
like wildfire In the crowded

plants, so the birds are given
even more drugs.
Conditions In the slaughterhouses are appalling. In
1991 the Atlanta Constitution
did a report on the poultry Industry. Of 84 federal poultry
Inspectors who were Interviewed. 81 said that thousands
of tainted and feces-stalned
birds, which a decade ago
would have been condemned,
are now rinsed and sold. Richard Simmons. Inspector at a
ConAgra plant said. "Practically
every Dird now. no matter how
bad. Is salvaged. This meat Is
not wholesome. I would not
want to eat It. I would never. In
my wildest dreams, buy cut-up
Carts In a store today." Said
SDA inspector Ronnie
Sarratt. "I've had birds that had
yellow pus visibly coming out
of their insides. and I was told
to save the breast meat off them
and even save the second Joint
of the wing."
I found several horrors In
an article by Michael Worsham:
up to 15% of market poultry
weight is something known as
"fecal soup." Thousands of dirty
chickens are bathed together,
creating the mixture which
spreads from bird to bird.
USDA released a study in 1988
which concluded that salmonella germs left behind by such
contamination are not removed
by washing, even after 40 con-

ANOTHER FINE
TURNER- TIME WRNER ftOWCT

ANOTHER FINE
TURNER-TIME WRNER PROWCT

ANOTHER FIHE
TURNER-TIME YWNER PRODUCT

secutive rinses.
Poultry companies show
blatant disregard for the health
of workers In their plants. Because employees are not always
allowed to leave the line to use
the restroom. they sometimes
go on the floor. If chickens fall
off of the line Into the pools of
urine they are often picked up
and returned to the line. One
Southern poultry plant refused
to stop the line after a pregnant
woman vomited on It. according to Inspectors. And the chlorine that companies use to
bleach feces-stalned carcasses
causes the employees' eyes to
water, skin to peel from their
hands and the development of
chronic lung problems, headaches and sore throats.
The world of the chicken
Industry is nothing short of
hellish. And we eat this? Says
Rodney Leonard, former supervisor of U.S. Poultry Inspection.
"I don't eat chicken anymore. 1
won't eat it. I won't allow it In
my house."
I'm convinced. We have
made these normally willfull
little creatures Into objects.
Siroducts to be cheaply manuactured. The thought of eating
chicken will forever more cause
the words "fecal contamination"
to run through my mind and
my stomach to turn. Consumers deserve better than this.
And so do the chickens.

ANOTHER FINE
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New laws make intoxicated think twice

Ever see an old movie
where the characters take a
drink of whiskey right before
leaving the bar as they say, "one
more for the road"? Having one
more drink before you left the
warm comforts of the tavern to
head out into the cold night to
get up on your horse wasn't
such a bad idea. Getting a little
tipsy before riding an animal
probably didn't do much harm
to anyone.
But when automobiles
became the preferred mode of
travel. It was a different story.
Operating heavy machinery
when you had too much to
drink wasn't quite so harmless.
Trouble Is. old habits die
hard and it takes a while to
change attitudes. We wasted a
lot of years watching too many
people die in alcohol-related
accidents before we decided
that having "one more for the
road" wasn't an Innocent act.
None of us wants to be
killed or maimed by a drunk on
the highway, and drunk driving Is a practice most of us
agree we'd like to see stopped.
Public education that decries
the behavior helps. So do tough
drunk driving laws, the kind
that make people think twice
before they get behind the
wheel after they've had too
much to drink.
In the past decade or so.
legislatures around the country started getting serious
about dealing more firmly with
drunk driving. In Ohio, laws
were passed that produced
stiffer penalties and higher
fines for driving while Intoxicated. The aim of the legislation was to modify behavior, so
that people wouldn't take the

Columnist
threat of a DUI so lightly.
In 1993, the Ohio General
Assembly enacted comprehensive legislation to combat drunk
driving. Part of that legislation
introduced the "administrative
license suspension" (ALS)
which enabled police officers,
on the spot, to revoke the driving privileges of anyone who
failed a blood-alcohol test, or
refused to take one.
Depending on the circumstances, the suspension could
last from 90 days for a first time
offender who falls a test, to up
to five years for a person who
refuses the test for a third time
In a five year span. In addition
to the Immediate suspension,
the offender still faces DUI
charges and any fines and penalties that go with It.
Over the protests of those
who claimed that the ALS violated the Double Jeopardy
Clauses of the Ohio and United
States Constitutions, the legislation passed and police were
given the power to suspend
drivers' licenses on the spot.
But the constitutionality ofthe
ALS was challenged in court.
Occasionally, when cases
come to the Supreme Court of
Ohio that are similar in nature,
they are consolidated so they
can be considered together.
Early this year, the cases of six
Ohio drivers who had lost their
licenses by ALS were consoli-

dated so we could issue a decision on the constitutionality of
the administrative license suspension.
The Double Jeopardy
Clauses of both the Ohio and
U.S. Constitutions essentially
state that no person shall be
put in Jeopardy twice for the
same offense. That means a
person can't be prosecuted a
second time after being acquitted of a crime. It also means a
second prosecution for the
same offense after conviction is
prohibited. The Double Jeopardy Clauses also prevent multiple punishments for the same
crime.
The six drivers who were
before this court claimed that
once their licenses were suspended under the ALS provision of the law. to prosecute
them further for drunk driving
charges was. in fact, double
Jeopardy. After hearing the
cases, the court did not agree.
Based on prior decisions
of the U.S. Supreme Court, it
Is well accepted that sanctions
imposed In civil or administrative proceedings don't prevent
subsequent criminal prosecutions of punishments for the
same offense. But In a 1989
decision, the U.S. Supreme
Court did recognize that "a line
could be crossed" when civil
damage recoveries could become "punishments" for double
Jeopardy purposes.
The key factor to determine when that line has been
crossed Is Identifying the underlying nature ofthe proceeding — Is It a remedy or Is It a
punishment? In our Instance,
we had to decide If the ALS was
remedial or punitive in nature.

The majority opinion, written by Chief Justice Thomas
Moyer. stated that an ALS Is a
remedy to get the drunk driver
off the road Immediately. Moyer
writes. "Such a suspension
serves the remedial purpose of
providing interim protection of
the public during the period of
time required to obtain full and
fair adjudication of the driver's
guilt or Innocence of criminal
drunk driving.
There were other aspects
of this case, but the determination that the ALS was Indeed
no double Jeopardy was the
most Important. A number of
other cases around the state
that were held up pending our
decision can now be resolved.
Death on our highways is
so commonplace that we've become almost accustomed to it.
When an airplane goes down,
an investigation is launched,
saboteurs are suspected, and
airport security Is beefed up. No
such standards exist for auto
accidents. We accept a certain
number of traffic fatalities each
year as inevitable.
But It doesn't have to be
that way. More attention to
safety features in auto design
has helped make cars less of a
death trap. Hopefully, auto
manufacturers will continue
that trend.
Tougher drunk driving
laws have reduced the number
of senseless deaths, too. The
decision In ths case supports
the tough laws and sends the
message that driving while
drunk is not acceptable, and Is
smethlng that society will no .
longer tolerate.
Paul Pfetfer is an Ohio Supreme Court Justice.
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Contractors
fight Toledo
union policy
The Associated Press

TOLEDO - Contractors that
use nonunion labor said Monday
it's unfair that Lucas County only
will do business with union construction companies.
They say that policy shuts
them out and increases the cost
of public projects.
The Toledo Metropolitan Electrical Contractors Association, a
group of nonunion contractors, is
organizing to fight the policy,
said Charles Slates, president of
Slates Electric of Toledo.
Heating and electrical
workers, carpenters, drywall,
roofing, glass and ceiling
workers, concrete and brick
layers, and others in the building
trades will be asked to help.
Slates said.
Jim Kuhn, an official with the
Northern Ohio chapter of the Associated Builders and Contractors, agreed with Slates.
"We think everyone should
have the equal opportunity to get
these jobs based on the cost and
quality of work. You shouldn't be
singled out because of your affiliation or nonaffiliation with organized labor," he said.
The county policy mandating

Trudging through it

union-only bidders on county
construction projects was approved by commissioners in September at the request of organized labor.
Though the policy's wording
does not specifically say "union
only," that Is the result of the action, county officials said.
The policy became public earlier this month when the commissioners rejected bids for new
lights at the county's recreation
center in suburban Maumee, Including the two lowest from nonunion contractors.
County officials said they rejected the bids because the
county had failed to include the
union-only clause in the bid specifications.
New bids were received last
week A union firm. Regent Electric of Toledo, submitted the low
bid of $711,000.
No decision has been made by
the commissioners on the lighting project.
The three Democratic commissioners - Sandy Isenberg,
Bill Copeland, and Mark Pietrykowski -- have been given contributions by unions to assist them
in their election campaigns.
Copeland supports the policy.

T«m Uhlman/The Associated Prvu

A student walks to class In the rain through a pattern In brick In a courtyard at the University of Cincinnati Monday.

Bloody Sunday addressed

Cleveland Stadium Daughter of lone survivor talks about assassination
demolition begins
ordered.
army after the killings.
He rarely talked about it.
"My father maintained until
his dying day that his lucky num"He said he lost 12 good
DANVILLE - Kathleen Cotton ber was 13," said Cotton, 76, who friends that day," Cotton told The
says her father wouldn't have lives near this Knox County Columbus Dispatch for a story
missed "Michael Collins," a new village.
Monday.
motion picture about the Irish
Republican Army leader.
The film, which stars Irish
actor Liam Neesom, addresses
the Nov. 21, 1920, assassination
Kathleen Cotton
of a dozen British intelligence
officers in Dublin, Ireland. The
on her late father and "Bloody Sunday"
attack became known as "Bloody
Sunday."
Peel, who was 80 when he died
She said British authorities,
Her father, Charles Peel, was
the lone officer among the 13 to in 1966, was transferred to fearing IRA retribution, allowed
survive the attack Collins Britain and discharged from the her father to carry a revolver for
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - It was a perfect day to start demolishing
Cleveland Stadium - cold, wet
and windy.
The wrecking ball began hitting the west wall behind the
well-known bleacher section
called the Dawg Pound on
Monday momlng. The bricks
began falling shortly after 9
am. after a two-month delay
for additional asbestos removal.
Demco Inc. also used an excavator to take bites out of the
wall. By afternoon, the brick
wall by Gate D next to the
scoreboard was gone.
The stadium, built In 1931,
was the home of the Cleveland
Indians baseball team and the
NFL's Browns. For football
games, it was famous for sel-

lout crowds, rowdy fans and
frigid weather that blew In
from Lake Erie.
The Indians now play at
Jacobs Field, and the Browns
moved to Baltimore. Construction of a new football
stadium is expected to begin
next spring. The NFL has
promised Cleveland a team by
1999.
Onlookers drove and walked
past for one last look at the
landmark. Brian Roenigk, 30,
filmed the wrecking crews
with a camcorder.
"We'll probably sit back and
watch it after the new stadium
is built," Roenigk said.
Design of the new stadium
also is running behind. Stadium officials said they need
two more weeks to finish the
schematic design, which will
establish placement of walls.

"He said he lost 12 good friends that day."

coached before.
"We get away from coaching
when we begin the competitive
season," she said.
The coaches enjoy working

Cotton, who was less than a
year old at the time, remained in
London with her mother, Ada
Her father survived because
the assassins started the killing
on a top floor of the hotel where
the officers were billeted.

Drug-related deaths lead to arrests
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Bond was set
Monday at $2.05 million apiece
for two men charged with killing
two other men last week in what
police said was a drug-related

GYMNAST
Continued from page one.

protection ~ a rarity in Britain at
the time.
Peel had been in the Royal
Navy during World War I. After
the war, he was transferred to
the army, sent to officers training school and eventually ended
up in Ireland, where Great
Britain was in the midst of a 2
1/2-year civil war with the IRA.

with the children.
"I've been working with the
older girls, and they seem to get
a lot out of it," Pope said.
Talbott added that next year,
the team hopes to expand the
program by hosting a gymnastics

meet for area clubs such as
Toledo and Flndlay.
The students enrolled in the
program may be able to perform
exhibition routines or help with
the meet, according to Talbott
The next session will begin

Park told jurors he saw a shadowy figure of a black man, about
Simpson's height and weight,
wearing dark clothing, going
from the driveway to the front
door at 10:55. Petrocelli suggested Simpson tailored his testimony to match Park's.
"That's Incorrect," Simpson
said.
Simpson described walking his
dog and picking out his favorite
golf club for his practice swings.

And he denied getting a Dear
John message from girlfriend
Paula Barbieri that night.
Relatives of the victims contend that Barbieri's breakup
message helped push Simpson
into a rage that drove him to
commit the slay ings
Citing phone records, Petrocelli zeroed in on a call that was
made at 10:03 p.m. from Simpson's cellular phone to Barbieri
that night

holdup and shooting in an apartment complex parking lot.
James Monson, 24, and Cornelius Causey, 20, were arrested
Sunday night in Cincinnati. Each
was charged with two counts of
aggravated murder and felony

drug charges, police said.
They were accused of killing
Adrian Burnett, 20, and Kijuan
Whitehurst, 24. The victims were
found Friday afternoon in a car.
Monson and Causey had a
sizeable amount of cash and
crack cocaine on them when they
were arrested, said Lt. Gregory
Snider, commander of the police
Jan. 6 and will continue for eight homicide unit.
weeks.
It was not known what was takScholarships are available to
pay for the first session for those en from the slaying victims.
who are needy; however, the fee Police did not disclose how much
will be in effect after the first money was confiscated.
Witnesses linked the men to
free session.
the shootings, according to court

records.
Both were arraigned Monday
before Judge Nadine Allen of
Hamilton County Municipal
Court who set bonds of $2 million
on the aggravated murder charges and $50,000 on the drug
abuse charges.

Simpson initially told police he
made the call from his Bronco,
but later changed his story and
said he took the cellular phone
out of the vehicle and made the
call from his front yard.
"So your story now is that you
didnt make this call from the
Bronco?" Petrocelli asked.
"You're now saying you took it
out of the Bronco hours before, is
that correct?"
"Correct," Simpson said.

At one point, when Petrocelli
suggested Simpson's testimony
was shaped by other witness accounts and not the truth. Baker
denounced Petrocelli's questions
as "sound bites."
"This is showboating!" Baker
said.

Police have recovered a car the
suspects allegedly drove away in
following the shootings.
A third person, Donna Mack,
24, of Cincinnati, was charged
with obstructing justice. She is
accused of lying to police when
asked the whereabouts of Monson and Causey, Snider said.

SIMPSON
Continued from page on*.

his house at 11:01, according to
previous testimony.
Simpson said he could open the
gate with his telephone, but he
didn't want to get out of the
shower and didnt want to take a
chance on his dog getting loose.
Simpson has said he came out
of the house - after his shower wearing a burgundy colored robe
to check on his luggage.
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"You don't want it to be there,"
Petrocelli pressed. "If it's there
at 11, it's there at 10. And if it's
there at 10, it ruins your alibi,
because you're in the Bronco and
not at home."
Simpson's lawyer, Robert
Baker, lodged his angriest objections after Petrocelli repeatedly
referred to Simpson's testimony
before the mostly white jury as
"your story."

Bon Voyage
Barbara James
Best Wishes on your re®
m/e will miss you!
ItlfclO.
MuftlcurtirU Aflalpj
I Friends

Petrocelli accused Simpson of
memorizing the account, saying
he had "quite extraordinary recall."
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Train trip ends

Cold snack

Journey stops after 57 hours
of mechanical mishaps, chaos
The Associated Press

SEATTLE - John Orr is just
thankful to be off the "train from
hell" in time for Thanksgiving.
Orr was among the 109 weary
passengers who climbed off Am
trak No. 7 in Seattle on Sunday
night, nearly 12 hours late, after
a 57-hour, mishap-filled trip from
Chicago.
Orr, 60, of Kettle, Ky., boarded
in Chicago on Friday for the trip
to Seattle to spend Thanksgiving
with his grandson. Then the problems began.
First, police pulled someone
off the train during a stop in Portage, Wis.; passengers thought it
was a drug bust but weren't sure.
Then the train hit an abandoned
car on the tracks In Minnesota,
causing a 90-minute delay.
Then an icy blizzard slowed the
train, and engineers also had to
deal with an equipment malfunction In Idaho, there was an 8
1/2-hour delay while crews
cleared the tracks of a derailed
freight train. Even the food ran

out, forcing a stop to take on
some Kentucky Fried Chicken in
Spokane, Wash.
Amtrak officials didn't return
a call seeking comment Monday.
On board, passengers waited
out a Tight between a drunken
father and his son and could only
wonder when it would all end.
"We had no Idea where we
were and when we would get any
place," said Amanda LiUle, 17, of
Muskegon, Mich
During one of the delays, passengers held a sing-along, with
fiddle, guitar and musical
spoons. It helped, but only a little.
"I was wondering if the stagecoach would be faster," said Tim
O'Donoghue, 41, who came from
Rest on, Va, for Thanksgiving.
Martina Kallenberger, who
made two three-hour trips to Seattle to pick up O'Donoghue, said
O'Donoghue chose Amtrak over
an airplane because "he wanted
an adventure."

Sieve Bkki/Tkc Auactaltd Prtii

Einstein's
Ice storm hits Southwest letters sold
Freezing rain kills 17 people, causes severe damage
Harrison Read gives hl« dog an Icicle Monday morning from a tree I freezing rain from Texas through Oklahoma and Arkansas and
that fell In a neighbor's yard in Ardmore, Okla. A storm spread [ Into Missouri. Seventeen deaths have been blamed on the weather.

Kelly Kurt
The Associated Press

TULSA, Okla - The Ice was so
thick on the highways early
Monday that Joe Bates' spinning
tires couldn't break through to
the pavement. Hours later, he
thought he was safe Indoors
when the ice took out his electricity.
A storm spread freezing rain

About 6,000 customers in MisThe Ice knocked out electricity
from Texas through Oklahoma
and Arkansas and into Missouri, to more than 12,000 eastern Ok- souri lost power to the ice.
Thousands also lost their lights in
making driving hazardous, clos- lahoma customers.
"We've had ice-laden tree Texas.
ing schools and snapping power
lines. Seventeen deaths were branches come crashing down,
The storm started across the
we've had transformers blow,
blamed on the weather.
'This morning it was just like a we've had just about every- southern Plains and Mississippi
sheet of ice in some of the neigh- thing," said Stan Whiteford, Valley on Sunday, spinning off
borhoods," said Bates, who over- spokesman for the Public Service tornadoes in Louisiana and caussees transportation for schools in Co. of Oklahoma "Lightning is ing flooding in Arkansas. San
Catoosa, about 20 miles outside about the only thing we haven't Angelo, Texas, had a record low
of 19 degrees Monday.
had thrown into the mix."
Tulsa. Bates closed the schools.

Space shuttle retrieves satellite
Astronauts use precision flying to avoid collision
Marcla Dunn
The Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla - In a
risky maneuver requiring precision flying, space shuttle
Columbia's astronauts went after
one satellite Monday while trying
to avoid being rear-ended by another.
The crew slowly closed in on
the speeding, saucer-shaped
satellite in preparation for Monday night's retrieval. The rendezvous was moved up three
hours because a telescope in orbit was gaining on the satellite
faster than expected.
The two satellites were
dropped off by Columbia's astronauts last week. The two-ton
saucer was used to grow semi-

conductor film in the ultra-clean bility of a catastrophic collision.
vacuum of space; the 3.5-ton ul- Mission Control considered sendtraviolet telescope is looking at ing the astronauts after the
saucer a full day early to give
stars and galaxies.
As of late Monday afternoon, them a wider margin of safety.
But after recalculating the prothe satellites were trailing
Columbia 220 miles above Earth jected distances, NASA conIt was a 25-mile-long procession cluded the speeding telescope
and shrinking: Columbia, fol- would be far enough back.
lowed 8 miles behind by the
This was the first mission in
saucer, followed 17 miles behind
by the telescope. The satellites which a shuttle flew in formation
were expected to be 16 miles with two satellites.
Columbia's five astronauts
apart at the time of retrieval.
The plan called for Columbia to released the saucer, called a
leapfrog backward over the Wake Shield, on Friday. That
saucer to a point 9 miles behind night. Mission Control and the asthe craft and 7 miles ahead of the tronauts watched nervously as
telescope. Then commander the steel disc drifted to within 10
Kenneth Cockrell was to guide feet of Columbia's cockpit. But it
backed off, and the danger
the shuttle in for the capture.
Concerned about the possi- passed.

Semiconductor film just onetenth the thickness of a human
hair was grown atom by atom on
the back of the Wake Shield in
the super-pure vacuum created
in its wake.
Scientists grew seven wafers
of film - the first time they accomplished all their objectives.
The first two flights of the Wake
Shield, In 1994 and 1995, were
marred by satellite malfunctions.
Researchers won't know the
purity of the samples until after
Columbia lands on Dec. 5, but
they said the film should be superior to that produced on Earth
It will be tested in transistors and
other electronics.
The telescope, meanwhile, will
be retrieved by the astronauts on
Dec. 3.

NEW YORK - A collection
of letters from Albert Einstein
that show him as both a tender
and cruel husband sold at auction Monday for nearly
$900,000, twice as much as a
manuscript on relativity, one
of the fundamental theories of
the universe.
"You will expect no affection from me," he wrote to his
first wife, Mileva Marie, in
1914. "You must leave my
bedroom or study at once
without protesting when I ask
you to."

stein's genius.
In a short poem from 1900,
the 21-year-old physicist
wrote, "While thinking of his
Dollle/Hls pillow catches
fire."

But in the 1914 letter, written when his wife and children
were about to join him in Berlin, he stipulated: "A. You will
see to it (1) that my clothes
and linen are kept in order, (2)
that I am served three regular
meals a day In my room. B.
You will renounce all personal
relations with me, except
That note, sold with two oth- when these are required to
ers for $20,700, was one of keep up social appearances."
more than 400 Einstein letters
to family members that, with
Einstein divorced Marie in
the scientific manuscript, 1919 and married his cousin
were auctioned by Christie's.
and mistress, Elsa Einstein
Only 28 of the 116 lots of- Lowenthal, after choosing her
fered Monday were sold, for a over her 21-year-old daughter,
total of $1.28 million, includ- Einstein expert Robert
ing commissions of 10 percent Schulmann said.
to 15 percent. Presale esti"He loved women, but he
mates valued each lot - any- loved physics more," Schulwhere from one to 53 letters - mann said. "We viewed him as
at $1,500 to $35,000, for a total an icon. And these letters give
us a clay-footed Einstein."
of $2 million.
The highest price, $442,500
from an anonymous bidder,
Einstein's most important
was paid for the 53 love letters working manuscript from
Einstein wrote to Marie after 1913 and 1914, expected to
they met as students in turn- fetch $250,000 to $350,000,
of-the-century Switzerland. went to an anonymous AmeriScholars believe Marie, her- can collector for $.398,500 self a scientist, was a sounding
the third highest price at any
board for the theory of relati- auction for an Einstein manuvity that established Ein- script.

CRASH
Continued from page one.

support any of those theories.
Investigators are examining

debris being brought to shore by
trawlers raking the ocean bottom
about 10 miles off Long Island
where the splintered plane

The Old Spaghetti Factory, a national

Haven House Manor
Apartments

restaurant company, is looking for Managers and
Kitchen Managers. Due to continued expansion
and promotion from within, we are selecting from
ideal candidates who have a college background,
recent restaurant experience and the willingness to
relocate for growth opportunities at company
expense.
The Challenge includes hiring and training outstanding staff
members, managing business practices such as purchasing and
cost control, and supervising unit operations through a
player/coach style. Promotions to General Manager and above
are selected from In-house personnel.
The Compensation starts with one of the best training
programs in the Industry, compeUUve wage package, quarterly
bonus, 40100, health, vision and dental insurance, and regular
salary reviews.
Send resume to: Director of Management RecruiUng, OSF
International, 2919 Winterhaven Rd., Louisville, KY 40220, or fax
to (502M95-6757.
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the evidence again to make sure
plunged Into the water.
Kallstrom said he asked agents nothing was overlooked. Agents
from the Bureau of Alcohol, are also reinterviewing "anyone
Tobacco and Firearms to look at who touched that airplane."
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Hoosiers to host underdog Falcons
IU heavily favored
despite losses to BG
JimTocco
The BC News
If you've ever seen the movie
Hoosiers, you already know this
story: the underdog program
goes into "the lion's den" to play
a favored opponent that has been
a powerhouse for years.
Except this time, the Hoosiers'
role is reversed. They are the
powerhouse, and Bowling Green,
in its first Sweet 16 appearance
ever, is faced with the daunting
task of playing them at home.
They will get that opportunity
Sunday, at 2 p.m., at Armstrong
Stadium in Bloomington, Ind.
For the Hoosiers, this is old
news. In the 24 years the program has existed, the team has
made the Final Four nine times,
and they hang three NCAA
Champion banners in their stadium (1982,'83.'88).
The architect of this juggernaut is Jerry Yeagley, the head
coach for all 24 years of the program's existence. During that
time, he has rung up an amazing
record of 410-76-37. Under his
guidance, 39 Hoosiers have become All-American, 49 have become professionals, five have
become Olympians, and three
played on a World Cup team.

And if you think the Falcons'
current streak of 14 wins is impressive, Indiana once reeled off
46 consecutive games without a
loss, going 40-<X over that
stretch. Twenty of Ill's opponents during that time were
ranked in the top 20 by Soccer
America. It stands as the longest
unbeaten streak in NCAA history.
This is clearly a program to be
reckoned with.
The good news for Bowling
Green is that they have toppled
Indiana each of the past two
years. This year, the Falcons
came away with a 2-0 victory in
Indiana on Oct. 13.
"I know that after we beat
them, Jerry Yeagley was quoted
as saying that he wanted another
shot at us," Falcon coach Mel
Mahler said. "But I feel
even more confident going in
there a second time. I feel we
match up with them well in all
aspects."
"The way I look at it, I'm undefeated against Indiana," goalkeeper Scott Vallow said.
And it's true. Indiana holds a
12-3-1 edge in the all-time series,
but the past two years, IndianaBowling Green matchups have
been a whole different story.

Indiana University
Hoosiers

Location: BJoommgom. Ind.
Enrollment: 36.000
Colors: Crimson & Cream
Confsronos: Big Ten
Soccer program founded:
1973
1946 Record: 14-2-3
Series vs. BG: 12-3-1
Head Coach: Jerry Yeagley
(West Chester. TO)
Players to wslch: Doma Kovalenko. no. 17, midfielder; Lazo Alavanja. no 8. midfielder; Scott Couzal. no. I. goalkeeper

Second round games

Washington (1S-2-1) vs. Fresno St. (16-4-1)
CS Fullerton (11-4-S) vs.
Creighton (16-4-1)
George Mason (14-5-3) vs. St.
John's (18-2-2)
Maryland (14-S-3) vs. William
ft Mary (19-2-1)
Notre Dame (14-6-2) vs. NC
Charlotte (17-4-0)
Harvard (16-1-0) vs. Hartford (16-5-1)

Bowling Green (18-3-1) vs.
Indiana (14-2-31
Rutgers (13-6-3) vs. Florida
Intl. (14-4-2)
Douf KhresovskyrTke BG New.

But that fact alone may inspire
a very proud Hoosier team.
"I'm sure coach Yeagley will
use that as a motivational tool,"
Mahler said. "We've just got to
play confident soccer and pay attention to all the details."
The Falcon players have

The Falcon Club is currently
seemed confident to climb this bing of the Evansville Purple
mountain all week. They will be Aces in the first round of the organizing a bus trip to Bloomington. The bus will leave at 8
training in preparation every day NCAA Tournament.
"I've always felt that the road am. on Sunday morning from
this week, except Thanksgiving
to the Final Four runs through Doyt L. Perry Stadium. The total
Day.
Indiana's road to the Sweet 16 Bloomington," Mahler said. cost will be $25. For more inforwas wrought by a Big Ten Tour- "We're just going to have to be mation, call the Falcon Club at
372-7063.
nament victory and a 4-1 drub- prepared and play our game."

of labor talks
Lose now and forget Proponents
optimistic about approval
about national title
body moves for a vote, I don't
think anybody's going to stand in
NEW YORK - Proponents of the way."
baseball's labor deal were hopeAtlanta Braves president Stan
ful it would be approved at Tues- Kasten, a member of the owners'
day's owners meeting in Chicago, labor policy committee, said he
but most management officials wasn't sure whether there would
weren't even sure if there would be a vote. Kasten, Reinsdorf and
be another vote.
several other management offiRatification of the five-year cials said they hadn't heard much
contract would mean the start of discussion among owners in the
revenue sharing; a luxury tax on past few days.
"A lot of people may vote the
as many as five high-payroll
teams in the next three seasons; way Buddy tells them to vote,"
and free agency for Alex Fer- Reinsdorf said. "My opinion is I
nandez, Moises Alou, Jimmy Key think he'll take a position. I don't
and up to 11 others.
know what position he's going to
It was unclear Monday if act- take, but I'm sure that it will ating commissioner Bud Selig tract a lot of votes. There's no
would ask owners to ratify the question, in my opinion, that
proposal, which fell 11 votes there are a lot of people who inshort of approval when the group stead of thinking for themselves
last met three weeks ago. But will do what Buddy says."
Selig, however, isn't telling
several sources on both sides
were much more upbeat about anyone what he thinks, according
the chances for passage this to several management officials.
Owners who oppose the protime.
"Chances are, somebody will posed deal think it would do little
move to reconsider," said Chi- to restrain payroll growth becago White Sox owner Jerry cause there would not be a luxury
Reinsdorf, who opposes the deal tax in 2000 and 2001. And some
but angered many general man- large-market teams may oppose
agers when he signed Albert Be- the agreement to avoid revenuelle last week to a record $55 mil- sharing payments, which could
total up to $6 million for some
lion, five-year deal.
"Normally, anyone on the win- teams in both 1996 and 1997.
A three-quarters majority — 23
ning side can move to reconsider," Reinsdorf said. "But with of the 30 teams - is required to
a secret vote, how do you know approve the agreement that
who voted in favor? But if some- management negotiator Randy
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
For Florida and Florida
State, it's simple.
For Arizona State, Nebraska
and Colorado, it's possible.
For Ohio State, it's implausible.
That's the way the national
championship picture shapes
up with two of the season's
biggest games set for Thanksgiving weekend ~ No. 1 Florida
at No. 2 Florida State on Saturday, preceded by No. 5 Colorado at No. 4 Nebraska on Friday.
And just like that, the list of
contenders will be trimmed to
three.
"Everyone's going to watch
this game and everyone's going
to say whoever wins is going to
the national championship,"
Seminoles defensive end Reinard Wilson said of the FloridaFSU game. "But once it's over,
we still have another one left."
As Ohio State coach John Cooper knows, not everything
goes according to plan. On Saturday, Michigan beat the
Buckeyes 13-9, spoiling Ohio
State's bid for a perfect season
and all but ending its title
chances for the second year in
a row.
A team-by-team look outlin-

The
Canoe Shoo
ine^ano^nup

ing the national title prospects
of the top six teams in the rankings.
FLORIDA (10-0): Since the
Gators are No. 1, there's no
mystery - win the next three
games and coach Steve Spurrier brings Florida its first
national title. The task only
sounds simple.
The Gators must beat Florida
State in Tallahassee for the
first time since 1986 and then
beat No. IS Alabama in the SEC
title game a week later in St.
Louis.
The Sugar Bowl would be
next, with the probable opponent two-time national champion Nebraska, which clobbered the Gators 62-24 in last
year's title game.
"Other teams need to win
two games this time of the
year, maybe even one," Spurrier said. "The Gators have got
to win three big ones in a row."
FLORIDA STATE (1O0): The
Seminoles, who moved up to
No. 2 after Ohio State lost, also
have a clear path - beat Florida and win the Sugar Bowl.
Should Arizona State also finish undefeated, the Seminoles
would still have best shot at the
title since they presumably
would be ranked No. 1 entering

140S RIVER ROAD

WATERVILLE 0H

iJl ..TA^K^^ 15 minutes North of BGSU
_ ilEASk..
Rt. 64 to Waterville

Black SwampOutfitters

the bowl games.
ARIZONA STATE (11-0): To
claim their first title, the No. 3
Sun Devils have to win the
Rose Bowl and hope Florida
and Florida State both lose. If
that happens, Arizona State
would be the nation's only undefeated team.
NEBRASKA (9-1): The No. 4
Cornhuskers still have a shot at
an unprecedented third
straight title, but they need
help.
Nebraska has to win out and
hope Ohio State beats Arizona
State in the Rose Bowl and
Florida and Florida State both
lose.
The Huskers play Colorado,
then Texas or Texas Tech in
the Big 12 title game Dec. 7 before claiming a Sugar Bowl
spot.
COLORADO (9-1): The No. 5
Buffaloes have been creeping
up on the leaders and coach
Rick Neuheisel says his team
has been "banished as an
under-achieving team ever
since we lost to Michigan.
"I tell our team we're going
to crash this party. We didn't
get an invitation, but we're going to come anyway."

FALCON finSKCTftnil
BG WOMEN VS. NOTRE DAME

878-3700
MONDAY AT 7:00 PM|

BG MEN VS. DETROIT
TUESDAY AT 7:00 PM

HIKING
CAMPING
CLIMBING
BACKPACKING
X-C SKIING
CANOEING
KAYAKING

Student Discount w/BGSU I.D. on
Nonsale Items

Adult Video Legend

KAITLVN
December 2-3-4

BG WOMEN VS. WEST VIRGINIA

ADVENTURE
GEAR FOR:

Levine and union head Donald
Fehr completed Oct. 24.
Asked what he would do if the
owners approved a new contract,
Fehr said: "I havent got a clue at
what's going to happen
tomorrow."
When owners rejected the deal
Nov. 6, they asked the union to
make '::\i majw changes: remove the restriction limiting a
luxury tax to five team.' per
season, and eliminate the union's
option to extend the deal through
2001.
Selig presented those demands
the following week, but the union
immediately rejected them.
There has been no substantive
contact between Fehr and Selig
since then.
Even if the proposal is accepted, there would have to be
changes. Jesse Orosco and John
Patterson, who would have become free agents under the new
rules, have already re-signed.
Key and Mark McLemore were
prevented from becoming free
agents when they were offered
salary arbitration.
The proposed deal also calls
for a reduction in the players'
share of money from the first
three games of each division series ~ from 80 percent to 60 percent. However, checks from this
year's postseason were mailed to
players Monday under the old
formula.

THC START OF ANOTHCR
CXCITING VCAA
OF BGSU 0ASKCTBAIL!
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The BG News

Falcons' tank hits empty in loss
Jason McMahon
The BC News
For a while. It looked as though
Bowling Green was going to
crack into the victory column.
The game was tied, and the Falcons had the momentum and
West Virginia on the ropes. But
they Just ran out of steam.
Despite three players scoring
19 points or more, the Falcons
fell to 0-2 on the season after a
90-82 loss to the Mountaineers.
Bowling Green was fighting
from behind all game long, falling behind as far as 12 points and
never owning a lead.
It looked like they were on
their way to an advantage as they
tore off on a 10-point run to tie
the game at 71 with six minutes
left. But after a West Virginia
turnover, the Falcons called a
timeout, which stalled the momentum they had going for them.
In fact, it shifted the momentum, as a quick Bowling Green
turnover set the stage for a seven-point Mountaineer run. The
Falcons never got closer than
four points after that.
Falcons coach Jaci Clark defended the timeout, saying her
players needed a rest. Sophomore guard Chrissy Billiter had
played the entire half, and Junior
forward Bridget Andrews and
HI*.ki K.barukvrk* BCN«wi senior center Michelle Terry had
BG's Michelle Terry (00) and Chariot (a Jones get (25) postltlon for a played extensively as well.
rebound. BG recorded 18 offensive rebounds In the 90-82 defeat
'Tying it up probably took a lot

of energy out of us," Clark said.
"It took me a long time to find a
combination of five players that
could play. When I found that, I
had no choice but to stay with it
because it took me all game to
find it."
That combination was Billiter,
Andrews, and junior forward
Jackie Raterman off the bench,
and starters Terry, junior guard
Sara Puthoff, and junior forward
Charlotta Jones. For almost a
12-minute chunk in the second
half, those six were the only
players to see action, and that
took its toll.
"We kind of ran out of gas at
[the timeout]," Clark said. "We
didn't score down the stretch"
Billiter nailed a three-pointer
to end the Mountaineers' run, but
that was as close as the Falcons
would get. She could only manage to add one free throw the rest
of the way as she finished with a
team-high 23 points. Jones and
Terry, each of whom notched 19
points, were only able to chip in
two points apiece down the
stretch
The run couldn't have come at
a better time for West Virginia
coach Susan Walvius.
"It couldn't be close [with the
game in Bowling Green]," she
said. "We focused on picking up
our intensity defensively and
boxing out every time."
That focus was felt by the Falcon offense, which shot a paltry

36 percent in the second half - an
"I don't know that anybody
improvement over the anemic 23 particularly cares for it now that
percent shooting in the first 10 they see it, that the game's being
minutes of the game. Overall, the called a little tighter," she said.
Falcons couldnt even manage 40
percent
For the second straight game,
freshman forward Sherry Kahle
Bowling Green also lost the was in the starting line-up for
crucial battle of the transition Bowling Green. But she only saw
game. While it wasn't quite as five minutes of action, all coming
bad as it was in the loss against In the first half. Starting point
Notre Dame Saturday, Clark said guard Brooke Belcher also was
the Falcons' transition defense on the bench for all but six
must Improve quickly.
minutes of the game. Clark is un"I think the word's out on us to sure as to whether those two will
run it up our backsides," Clark keep their starting spots when
said. "It's something we have to the Falcons travel to the Colorafix, and fix in a hurry. [But] do Classic over Thanksgiving.
that's why I play this kind of
competition: to put us in these
"I don't know," she said. "The
spots and learn from them and door's still open. Who wants to
come back and be better next take it?"
time."
Mountaineer forward Maria
Tchobanova and guard Talisha
Hargis gave the Falcons the most
fits. Hargis tallied 23 points,
while Tchobanova poured in a
game-high 29 and led West Virginia with 29 rebounds. Jones led
both teams in rebounds, hauling
down 13 for the Falcons.
The game saw 60 fouls committed, which led to 60 points from
the free-throw line. It's a trend
that Walvius expects to continue,
as hand checking is one of the
points of emphasis among NCAA
officials this season. But she's
not sure it's such a good change.

BOWUNG GREEN (0-2)
JonM S-15 B-13 19, KaWa 0-0 2-2 2, Twry
7-12 5-6 19, Belcher 00 0 0 0. Pmnoll 3-9 1-2
7. GaHordO-1 0-0 0, Day 0-0 0-0 0. Billiler 6-13
9-11 23. Andrews 2-8 1 -2 8. Wappes 0-0 0-1 0.
Raterman 2-5 2-2 6, OeFoese 0-0 0-0 0. totals
25-63 29 39 82
WEST VIRGINIA (1-1)
Burfiridge. 3-12 2-4 8. Tcnooanova 9-13 10-12
29, Barooza 3 5 0-0 6, Lambert 0-0 1-3 1.
Ronay 1-2224. Cook 0-0 0-0 0. Opstaele 4-6
5-6 13, Davis 0-0 0-0 0, Ammons 2-2 0-1 4.
McCoy 0-0 2-2 2. Ha/gii 7-11-9-11. 23 Total!
00-00 0-0 00
Haltnme - WV 46. BG 41. 3-point goals ■- WV
1-5 (Burtxidoa 0-3. Tchobanova 1-1. Ronay
0-1). BG 3-9 (Purhofl 0-3. Billiter 2-3. Andrews
1-3,). Fouled Out •- Putiotf. Rebounds - WV 38
(Tchobanova 10), BG 44 (Jones 13) Assists WV 16 (Tchobanova. Opstaele, Ammons 3), BG
10 (Terry. Belcher. Puthott, Andrews 2) Total
fouls - WV 31. BG 29. A •• 410.

Falcons can still make Cleveland's defense
strides in home opener is never ending

The season opener turned
out about as good as the Falcon
men's basketball team could
have expected Saturday.
BG put forth a solid effort in
virtually every category on the
way to an Impressive 104-92
victory.
Of course, there are areas
that still require some finetuning heading into tonight's
home opener against Detroit (7
p.m., WBGU-FM):
■ A more consistent defensive effort over 40 minutes.
For whatever reason, the
Falcons let up somewhat after
streaking out to a 33-13 early in
the win over James Madison.
The Dukes scored 35 of the
next 53 points to get back
within three at the onset of the
second half, but the Falcons
were able to stop the bleeding
and breeze back out to a comfortable lead.
Antonio Daniels scored seven points in a row, most of
them off extreme defensive
efforts.
"Every team is going to have
their runs," Daniels said after
Saturday's game "That's basketball."
BG did show again that it can
be vulnerable to a tall lineup in

Scott
Brown
BG News
Sports
Editor
the half court set, as the Dukes
fielded during much of their
run.
But the Falcons solved that
problem by airing out the ball
in transition, and getting key
defensive contributions from
several bench players.
■ The bench has to continue
its solid contributions.
Kirk Cowan and Koen Rouwhorst, in particular, provided
key pick-me-ups for the Falcon
post defense down the stretch
Cowan had three key rebounds and Rouwhorst blocked
three shots for the Falcons.
"Our bench did a tremendous
Job," coach Jim Larranaga
said. "Kirk Cowan came in and

GIVE THE GIFT
OF TIME
Bar * G*M

32 oz. JARS $1.75
Last Christmas
The Salvation Army
Service Center in
Bowling Green
assisted more than
forty five hundred
people- with hot meals,
clothing, utility assistance,
toys, and other practical
expressions of concern.
With your help,
The Salvation Army
will work miracles
again this Christmasand every day of
the new year.
Volunteer to ring a bell at
a kettle site.
Call 352-5918 or 354-0126.

MON:

TUES:
WED:

Pool Tournament
Sign up ol 7:00.
Play at 8:00
Cash Prizes for 1 it & 2nd
Great Happy Hours

Karaoke
Sign up at 8 00,
Sing at 9:00
Prizes Awarded

THUR:

FRI:
SAT:
SUN:

Ladies Night
Happy Hour Pricei
All Night for ladies
SI Blow Job Shots
ALL Night
Groat Happy Hours
Open al 11:30 am
Sega Tournament
Sign up at 700;
Ploy at 8.00 Prizes

HAPPY HOUR
EVERYDAY
4PM

- 9 PM

300 E. WOOSTW
3?4-4280

gave us a great lift. Koen Rouwhorst came in and blocked a
shot ... and Dayon [Ninkovic]
took a charge ... great team
effort."
Tony Reid was another key
bench contributor with nine
points and five rebounds.
"Even though Kirk fouled
out, he and Tony did a great Job
off the bench," Daniels said.
'Tony really sparked us and
Kirk did a great Job on the defensive end."
■ Get all five starters firing
on all cylinders.
Three of the starting five f Daniels (28 points), Anthony
Stacey (18 points, 15 rebounds)
and DeMar Moore (16 points)
had huge contributions Saturday.
Jay Larranaga (13 points)
completed just 4-of-ll from the
field, including l-of-6 from
3-point land. Dayon Ninkovic
had just five points and four
turnovers in 17 minutes.

The Associated Press

The Defense Never Rests in
Cleveland
CLEVELAND - The Cleveland
Cavaliers leading the NBA In defense is nothing new. What's a
surprise is by how much
Through 12 games, opponents
are shooting 39.8 percent. The
Cavaliers also are allowing a
league-low 80.9 points a game,
with the Atlanta Hawks second at
86.2.
The Cavaliers beat the Sacramento Kings 103-74 Sunday to
send their opponents' field goal
percentage below .400. If they
force another YMCA-like total
against the Milwaukee Bucks on
Wednesday night, their pointsagalnst average could dip into
the 70s.
And how about this for a scary
thought: They don't think their
defense Is In sync yet
"We know we've been pretty
sharp at the defensive end," forward Chris Mills said. "But we've
Getting all five clicking
talked about It, and we know we
together is paramount, but
can play better. If we do, there's
perhaps the fact that only three
no telling how low we could hold
were at the top of their game;
opponents down."
while the team still scored 1W
Last season, the Cavaliers held
points shows their real poten
opponents to an NBA record-low
tial.
88.5 points a game, while earning
AP Photo
a reputation as one of the most
boring teams in years. This year, Cleveland forward Antonio Lang (21) attempts to shoot against Sascoring Is down across the cramento Kings forward Kevin Gamble (40). Cleveland Improved
league, which has looked like the their record with the 103-74 victory.
"No Baskets Association" at peach basket.
games. Of course, the Cavs have
times.
H
The Kings missed everything reached 100 Just three times
Heading into Tuesday night's from long 3-polnters to dunks themselves this season, and only
^
games, the Utah Jazz were sec- against Cleveland on Sunday. four teams are averaging in triond In opponents' field goal per- Coach Garry St. Jean would call ple digits.
centage at .404, and the Chicago the play, then stand with arms
So here's the question: Is CavaBulls third at .406.
crossed as another ball clanged liers coach Mike Fratello 1) a deBut Gund Arena is "Clank Cen- off the rim.
fensive genius. 2) a beneficiary
tral" when the Cavs are In town.
"If you're not sharp," an exas- of a low-scoring trend. 3) lucky.
A swish seems as out of style perated St. Jean said, "they're
"Do you think they're missing
there as old Nalsmlth and his going to make you play."
shots because they want to?"
Cleveland, which held the At- Fratello asked. "If they're misslanta Hawks to 63 points In a ing them on a consistent basis,
game last week, has allowed 100 then something must be working
Mon-Sot 12 -2:30 om
points only once In the last 18 on them."
j.^JIONMain
Sun 5 -2:30 om

BG#
NEWS <F

oward's Gut

presents
The Charles Dickens' Classic

'^^LECTRON
DARTS

TUESDAYS
LOUD & LOCAL
NO COVER
10 PM

Total
Sports
Source
•Greek Organizations*
•Intramural Teams*
•Clubs*

Jackets -Sweatshirts
Personalized Holiday Gifts

;

iS i

yv/

1045 N. Main
Bowling Green, OH
353-3411

Tl0% OFF^
i

Any Item w/
this coupon

J

A CHRISTMAS
CAROL
Adapted by Joanna Maclay
Eva Maria Saint Theatre

3 - 7 at 8:00 p.m.
iiniu December
December 8 at 2:00 p.m.
For Reservations call 372-2719
•PRIZE DRAWINGS AT EVERY PERFORMANCE*
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No distractions Majors resigns as Pitt coach
for Notre Dame
Aim Robinson
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

SOUTH BEND, Ind. - The trip
to Ireland The Boston College
gambling scandal. Lou Holtz resigning and Bob Davie getting
hired.
After fitting a year's worth of
distractions Into four weeks, Notre Dame finally gets to concentrate on football this week.
"This hasn't been easy for our
football players ... but I think
they've handled it well," Holtz
said Saturday after yet another
distraction, his final game at Notre Dame Stadium.
There still are a few questions
to be answered, like which assistants Davie plans to keep and will
Ron Powlus come back for a fifth
year. But Holtz, Davie and the
players say they're not going to
worry about anything but Southern California this week.
This is an important game for
No. 10 Notre Dame, which is still
trying to lock up a berth in the
Fiesta or Orange bowls. The Irish
haven't let the distractions
bother them the past two weeks,
routing Pittsburgh and Rutgers.
But USC Is in a little different
class from those two.
Even though the Trojans haven't won since 1982, USC is still
Notre Dame's biggest rivalry.
"We've got one regular season
football game left on the schedule, and all of our focus is going
to be on Southern California this
next week," Davie said. "There
will be no discussions with the
current staff or discussions with
the media on the staff until after
the Southern Cal game."
The Irish couldn't have picked
a worse time than November to
go through what they did. After
losing to Air Force on Oct. 19, the
Irish had to win their remaining
five games for any chance at a
bowl bid.
But those five games included
back-to-back road trips, one to
Ireland to play Navy and the
other to Boston College, which
isn't exactly Notre Dame's
favorite road game even in a
good year. Then the BC gambling
scandal broke the weekend before the Irish game.

TUESDAY
MI r* m ii

Holtz and his players were
bombarded all week with questions about the situation and
gambling by college athletes in
general. They spent the rest of
their time worrying If the Eagles
were going to rally together or
fall apart
Just when the Irish thought
they'd get a breather, Holtz
started dropping hints he might
not be back. That started a 10-day
frenzy of rumors, whispers and
guessing games. Reporters from
all over the country were camped
out at every practice. Players
were asked what was going to
happen and what they thought
about it.

PITTSBURGH - Johnny
Majors resigned today as Pitt's
football coach after winning
only 11 games in four seasons
at the school he led to the 1976
national championship.
Majors, 61, said his resignation would be effective at the
end of Saturday's seasonclosing game against Rutgers.
Pitt is 3-7 this season and only
11-32 since Majors returned to
Pitt in 1993.
Majors said he would take on
a new job as special assistant
to the chancellor and the athletic director. He has one year
left on his 5-year coaching contract, but he said he initiated
the discussions that led to the
creation of his new position.
"The final whistle Saturday
will be my final whistle as the
football coach at the University of Pittsburgh," Majors said.
Pitt delayed Its usual weekly
football luncheon today and
called a news conference to
address Majors' status.
Steve Pederson, the Nebraska assistant athletic director
who was hired as Pitt's AD last
month, was not expected to
take over until Dec. 1. But he
also attended the news conference.
Majors' chances of returning
to serve out the fifth and final
year on his contract seemed to
improve when Pitt upset Boston College 20-13 on Oct. 31,
several days after Pederson
was hired.
But the Panthers lost 60-6 to
Notre Dame on Nov. 16, the
latest in a series of embarrassing losses for a one-time power
that is celebrating the 20th anniversary of its 1976 national
championship. Majors also
coached that team, but left a
year later to coach Tennessee.
Pitt, no longer competitive

"We've got one
regular season
football game left on
the schedule, and all
of our focus is going
to be on Southern
California this next
week."
. . _ .
Bob Davie
Notre Dame assistant coach

Holtz's resignation just
brought new questions. Davie
tried to say as little as possible,
and players started asking reporters for the latest gossip.
So when Davie was Introduced
Sunday as the new head coach,
the players were almost as relieved as they were excited.
"We're definitely excited to
have coach Davie as our coach
he's a great coach," said
offensive tackle Mike Rosenthal.
"Now we're just ready to get
ready for SC this week."
Davie said he has no doubt the
players will be ready. If they
could handle the last few weeks,
they can handle anything, he
said.
"One of the biggest values you
learn In coaching or playing for
Lou Holtz Is mental toughness
and the ability to focus," Davie
said.

Pitt coach Johnny Majors announced that he will step down as the Panthers head coach after winning 11 games In four seasons.
and 16 at alma mater Tennessee (116-62-8), where he was a
star running back and the runnerup to Notre Dame's Paul
Hornung for the Heisman Trophy in 1956.
Majors was 33-13-1 in his
first stay four-year stay at Pitt,
which ended with the national
championship. But none of his
four teams have won more than
three games since he returned
in 1993.
Six years ago, Majors hired
Pederson as an administrative
assistant and recruiting coor-

with rival Penn State in recruiting the top players from
Pennsylvania's deep pool of
high school talent, also lost 72-0
to Ohio State, 55-7 to Syracuse
and 45-0 to Miami.
Majors had refused repeatedly to discuss whether he
might resign or be fired, saying his only priority was to
prepare his team for that
week's game.
Majors has a 184-137-10 record in 28 seasons as a college
head coach five at Iowa State
(24-30-1), eight at Pitt (44-15-1)

dinator at Tennessee six years
ago, a job that later led to
Pederson's hiring by Nebraska.
Pederson's hand in Majors'
resignation may have been
forced by the unusually high
number of late season coaching
changes, including those at Notre Dame, Alabama, Kentucky,
Illinois and Minnesota
With a number of schools actively seeking new coaches,
Pederson may have felt Pitt
risked not getting a top coach
if it waited too long to begin
searching.

Four inducted into Hockey Hall of Fame
The Associated Press

TORONTO - Al Arbour and
Borje Salming were among four
men Inducted Monday night into

the Hockey Fall of Fame
"I've never talked about this
stuff much but when something
like this happens you start to re-

minisce," Arbour said Monday
"I was a hanger-on when I
before the induction. "Things are played," he said. "Don't get concoming back to me that I'd totally
fused about that."
forgotten about."
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Nml

Young and tfie Restless | Bold IB

I As the World Turns X

Guiding Light (In Stereo) jprah wain ay X

Nswsl

Newel

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardy'

Promiaed Land I

TheCityl All My Children X

One Die to Live I

General Hospital I

News!

News ■

ABC News

Entertain

Hard Copy

Roeeanna

Uovw: In Cold Blood"'{1996) Anttwy Edwards I
Lite's Work Home Imp Spin City
NVPDBkiey

News I

N«W! «

News .IT

Blossom I Baywatxh-FatvarsOay" Mornel Williams 3

Newt

NBC News

CopaX

RMSTVX

Hfd-You

Something Frtsur %

BillNye

Days of Our Lives K

RMlLih
Nutrition

Another World I

Look Who's Laughing I Lena Home

Cosby

Cape Cod

•

Quilting

Roe» 0'Oonnofl I
C ream res

Wishbone

Sendieoo

Place
Business
News-Uhrer

News-Uhrer

Wishbone

Arthur B

Quack

Simpsons

Home Imp. |IM-Vou

SeinleldX

Monkeys

Dinosaurs

Hews

DayaDate

Bloomberg Court TV

HoethaX

Homeboys

Burning Zone (in Stereo) Mewi

Spider-Man BssMstog Rangers

Step-Step

Mr. Cooper Simpsons

Home Imp.

Moeeha.T.

Homeboys

Burning Zone (In Sto-eo) ;.TT™

Arthur !

Sandiego

BillNye

Painting

Gourmet

Sewing

Sesame Street (fill

Dating

Newlywed

CopeUnd

Paid Prog.

Mega Man

Gargoyles

Batman

Spider-Man Beetleoorg Rangers

Midday

Paid Prog.

"The UfUe Princess"

Griffith

1 Love Lucy GoodT.

Wall Street
Monkeys

Batman

Magic Bus

Mask

Flmtstones Quack
lAladdin :s.

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Barney

SMMWSI

[Sanlord

Caroline

Sandktgo

[Martin X

Nova -Odyssey of Ule"

Frontlint Secret Daughter (in Stereo) 3

Charlie Rose (In Stereo) |Newshour

Creatures

Nova Odyssey or Life'

Frontline "Secret Daughter" (In Stereo) X

Served

Home Imp

Movie:*** "C*flhart0Br'(l993) Sylvester Stallone.

Home Imp.

News

CABLE STATIONS
IJB.-i.'MIHA.I.'IMtsllWI.MII.Jlli.,
[CFL Football: Grey Cup
ESPN Sportscantaf (Rl
HBO Movia: •» 'Snort Crcu«?"(l988] FisnerSlevens
SC
sci

F:

USA

JRodfO: PRCA Cow Patae

jShoodng

|N0A Today Up Close

|Sportsctr.

|CoBeoa Baakafbaa: Maw Immaterial Semtinal

|Movlo:» "Oar* horse-(1992) »'I Movie: ••'? ,Wuru»jy"(1984) Tom Seller*. X

Star Trek

ABL Baakalball Seattle Reign al Columbus Quest.

Sports Writert on TV (R) GamePro

More and Lea Levme

Lou Horn

Immortal "Paradise Bay" Mysteries

Monsters

Gantry

Buck Rogers

Bionic Woman

Sii Million Dollar Man

Invisible Men

Twilight Zone X

V "The DssOent" (R) X

MajorCd

|uSALive

USALw-tova

USALrve

Wanted

Wings!

Renegade (In Stereo) X

Chipmunks |Sonic

Murder, She Wrote I

|Major[>ed

USA Live

|StarTrek

|USALive

| Top Cope

|R. Cooper
| Wings JL

IT MAKES GOOD CENTS
TO DONATE PLASMA
PLASMA IS NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY!
''',■<■'.■»

Monthly Fee Scale
Receive an average of
$140.00 in CASH

SERA • TEC BIOLOGICALS
350 W. WOODRUFF AVE.
TOLEDO, OHIO 43624

|Buckeye

Racing

Newsmakr

asm/mi.-™'

I. ■! ■!' |i

"Rebound- TheLejendof fan The Goa/Mamoau/I" Star Trek

|NBA Action SportaWritaraonTV

[Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

Star Trek Deep Space 9 Roaeanne
Richard Bey
Sports

JJSSH.."

| Shock Video 2: Crime

Movie: .. "Dead* Sins"

Yachting

Time Trax

Twilight Zonal

GamePro

Scoreboard

V(R)X
Boxing Mbule-o Bottle vs Ansiead Clayton (live) TC Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) Big Date

All students with NDSL, Perkins, Nursing and/or
Schell student loans graduating or leaving BGSU
at the end of FALL Semester 1996 are required
to attend an exit interview.
Please plan to attend one of the following Student
Loan Exit Interviews held in West Hall, Room 121:
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3,1996
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4,1996

Donate twice a
receive $15.00
first donation
on your second

week and
on your
and $20.00
donation.

8:30 A.M.
6:30 P.M.
12:30 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
6:30 P.M

Contact the Student Loan Collection Office at
372-8112 should you have any questions.

Make Your Donation Today!
//,y.-y,//////y/?///;/yy/////',;.;-v- ■'////.

SAVE LIVES, EARN MONEY
Donating plasma is
completely sterile and
safe.

NEW DONORS RECEIVE A $10 BONUS ON THEIR FIRST DONATION

H

E

Applications for
Spring "97
BG News Editor

are now being accepted.
'VTTT'Y \ 70 Application forms may be
JNJiWS
Picked op at
- ^-"^ T T 204 West Hall.
Deadline to apply is 3 p.m.
Monday, December 2.

}

■

Sportscentar X

American Sportswomen More and Les Levin.
Fri. the 13th Series

i

BBSI

.'I.-.T.'.'IIJ? '•? TM.ri' »"■

per month!

255-6772
Ask about Our "Fund Raiser" Program
For Fraternities & Sororities!

Bobcats

Coach B

|CoUeoe Baaketbal: Maui invitaionai Semsnai - Teams TBA

Movie: ••• Ha>wr5-(l986|GeneHackman PG
|Game

Late Show (In Stereo) X

Nighthne II Hollywood
M-A-S-H X Tonight Show (In Stereo)
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News

Lett may face drug suspension
season while his appeal is being
considered and, if he loses, miss
the 1997 season.
Under the NFL's collective
bargaining agreement, substance-abuse testing is undertaken by
league drug adviser Dr.
Lawrence Brown, who isn't an
NFL employee.
A first offense is not reported
to the team or the league office,
and a player is enrolled in the
league's drug treatment program, which involves random
testing.
A second test on a player who
is cooperating usually means a
fine, but not suspension. But if
the player hasn't been cooperat-

The Associated Press
IRVING, Texas -- Leon Lett
may be In trouble again for substance abuse, although the Dallas
Cowboys' star defensive tackle
could finish out the 1996 NFL
season.
Lett avoided reporters at the
team's training facility Monday,
and league and team officials had
no comment.
But the Fort Worth StarTelegram reported that Lett,
suspended for four games last
season, has been suspended for a
year and is appealing.
If that's true, league sources
said, Lett still could finish the

FREE BOOKS

lng, he then gets a four-game
suspension.
It then escalates to six games
and finally, a year.
The exception is when a player
is convicted of a drug offense, as
with Lett's teammate, wide
receiver Michael Irvin, who was
suspended for six games at the
beginning of this season after
pleading no contest to cocaine
possession. Bam Morris, formerly with Pittsburgh and now with
the Baltimore Ravens, was suspended for four games after
pleading guilty to marijuana possession.
Lett, the Cowboys' star tackle
and arguably the best defensive

player on the team, had no comment Sunday after the Cowboys'
20-6 loss to the New York Giants
at the Meadowlands.
"We deny anything has happened," said his agent, Michael
Clalborne.
Coach Barry Switzer said
Monday that he had no knowledge of Lett's status.
"I don't know, I don't want to
know and I never want to know,"
Switzer said. "These are rumors
about Leon. NFL policy is they
don't tell me. So I cant speculate
or comment. Sure, if I knew he
had done something wrong I'd
want to get him out of here. I
don't know."

Cowboys' owner Jerry Jones
Lett had been "exemplary" in the
months since his first suspension.
"We know nothing of what's
been reported," he said of the
latest report.
The Star-Telegram said the
appeal process had begun last
Friday in New York.
One NFL source said, however,
that Lett was not in the league office that day. Another source
said that his knowledge of any
appeals process was that it could
take long enough for Lett to finish the season, which has four
games plus the playoffs remaining.

•TA Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruatel S
days 1279! Include* al maali Fraa parses
Taxes! Graal Beaches 4 Nightlife' Prices Incraaaa toon - Save $501 springbreaktrevel.com 1-600-6784366.

• 1A Spring Break Panama City I Boardwalk
Beach Resortl Baal Hotel. Location, Price1 7
nights S129I Daytona - Bast location (1381 Cocoa Beach Haton Si 601 spnngbreak.lraval.com
1-800-878-6386

BASS PLAYER needed for experienced
modern rook band. Wei known in BG 8 Cleveland Call lor details 372-5334.

FREE BOOKS

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Grante A
scholarships available from aponaoralll No
prepayments, ever!!! tMCash for ootlooatSS For Into 1-800-243-2435.

The BG News
Classified
Ads
372-6977

CAMPUS POLLVEVES
Have one of our great salad s today 11
Taco' Vegetarian * Chef * Chicken
* Grided Chicken" Turkey'
Tossed 'Carryout Salad Bar *
440 E. Court St.
Fraa Delivery 11 am-2 pm 1534634

WFAL

680 AW cm* SO
WFAL

Fnandt ol the Oaal
Tuesday. 9:00pm
Educ.363

NowHktng

WANTED

CAMPUS EVENTS
690 AM/Cable 50
AOVERTSINO CLUB MEETING
December 2 at 8pm
Room 101 BA
Speaker: Marrltl Fmchie
(BGSU Class ol'92)
olJ.VVah»» Thompson
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME

LOST & FOUND
Los! Gold Row Necklac* w custom laval wr in
th« May E. Whirtnay Dane* Studio. Reward if
rammed. 372-4428 leave metaage if no an-

Donl wail un* the lail minute
Joai UAO on a holiday shopping spree
Sal. Dec 7 al tie newly opened
Southpsrk Cemer Man m Strongsvsle, OH
Leave BG al 8 30am. return 8 00pm
Sign-up between it/20-12"
In the UAO Office, 330 Union
$5 - Buraarabie, include! traneprxtaoon
For more into cal 2-7164
Sponsored by UAO

SERVICES OFFERED
Pragnani?
Free pregnancy tests Confidential and canng.
3S4-4673 BG Pregnancy center.
Typing Services- Resumes. Term Papers,
Thesis, Dissertations, Transcripts. Letters,
and Mailings Call 352-0705 (9am -9pm)

Join the largeal student programm«ig board on
campus. UAO is currently accepting applications lor Homecoming DirectX. Gat involved.
gain leadership experience and meat new
Handel
Pick up an application al 330 Union.
Applications are due Tnurs. Dec S by Spm
Sign up lor an interview whan turning m application
Interviews writ be held Fn , Dec B
For more info call 2- 2343

PERSONALS
f 1A Cancun & Jamaica Spnng Break Specials'
7 nights air 1 hotel Irom $3881 Pncea increasesoon . Save too I Save f 1 SO on lood. drinks. *
tree parseal 111% lowest price guarantee!
spnngbrealoraval.com 1-80O678-63S6

INTRAMURAL PRACTCUM OPPORTUNI
TIES. APPLICATIONS FOR SMO AND REC
MAJORS ARE AVAILABLE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER, 1897 PICK UP APPLICATION
IN 130 FIELD HOUSE. DEADLINE IS
DECEMBER 2.1888.

1 lemale sublease/ Winlhrop Terrace warned
$133 75 a month • ubl. * cable. Free shuttle to
\ campus call 354 2161
1 Female sublessor. Close
$16&/mo.u»l Call352-5671

to

campus

1 or 2 sublease/ lor Spring 97 in Mercer Manor
$i70rrno, A/C, gas heal, electne. Call

3534309
Need Eiperienoe?
Prepare yoursalt tor the job market
Become a Weilness Consultant
App*. at rm. 223 Student Health Cr
Deadline Nov 22nd at Spm
Receive academic credit

Cal 372-93SS lor more into.

Spring Break '97 The Reliable Spring Break
Company. Holies! Destinations! Coolest
Vacations! Guaranteed Lowest Prices! Organize Group Travel Free! From S99 Party
In...Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Padre,
Florida, Jamaica. Inclualce Plan From Only
139 Free Into:
1-100-421-7710
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOUR3.COM
WOOL SWEATE RS « GLOVES
New Shipment jusl arrived
sweaters $35 00. gloves $5 00
Col leg-ate Connection & J.T.'s Cam/out
S31 Rdge Street

Turn a roll of film into
a year of memories.

1 -2 Housemates needed tor Spnng »7
Own room, vary dose to campus.
Under f 200 par month
Call 352 3005 rl interested
2-4 Sublease- needed lor Spnng 97. Fum.
dose to campus, reasonable rent. Call Jen or
Karen 352-9880.
Ferula subleaaar lor Spnng VI. $200m».
Vary dose 10 campus. Own room. Parking. Ay
oaal 353-1253

Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and receive $5 off a deluxe 81/2" x 11" full-color
12-month calendar with 12 photos.
lamination not included, dear plastic cover and vinyl back cover available. Kinso'i requires written permisiioti from the copyright holder in order to
reproduce copyrighted materials- Offer it linittd to one coupon per penon. Coupon muurje presented at Qme erf purchaMar<l it r^
Offer valid at Kinao'l lowbng been location only Coupon void where prohibited by lam Ho cash value. Offer opirrs 12/31/96.

115 Railroad Street
354-3977

kinko's
The new way to office:

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

WF Subieaser needed lor effic apt 451
Thurson - Across Irom Ollonhauar *290/mo .
cheap util 354-6542

HELP WANTED
»1,000a POSSIBLE TYPING. Part Time. Al
Home. Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Exl T-2078
tor Listings

An additional pan-Dme position is available in
our Respite home that would be one overnight
per week (approximately 16 hrsywk) Starling
wage for this position is 6 73/hr Wage is ad
lusted according to experience and education.

imOWllKUVIimMinilKwawNlWMinWt

call l-BOO-2-iaNICOS.
HlMTItwWI*

FOR SALE
FORD TEMPO vO. Auto. 4 dr, Prlocka. cruise.
EFI, AC, Stereo cass. Exc CondiDon. $2500
Call 352-5595
OOVT FORECLOSED homes from perines
on $1. Debquent Tax, Repo's, REOs Your
area. TrJ Free 1-800-218 9000 Exl. H-2078 tor
Current listings.
Iomega Zip 100 drive 6 months old. Texas Instruments Tl 82 Graphing Calculator. $50 CaN
Jason at 352-48?! SlSOobo
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches. Cada
lacs. Chevy's. BMWs, Corvettes Also Jeeps,
4W0'S. Your Area. Toll Free 1-800-218-9000
Ext. A-2076 for current lispngs.

FOR RENT
" 1 bedroom apartment"
FREE HEAT
Cell 354-2258
"Wanted rmtes. to fill houses and apts.' Vary
Close To Campus
Call 353 0325
1 to 2 subieaser needed lor Spring 1997. 1
bdrm: tree heat, pool, free shuttle to campus.
Call John or Mary at 354 -3062
2 bdrm house. Occupancy immed. 354-8800
Avail Dec 15th 3 bdrm Apt.
Close to Ursv. • Good Cond.

Call 686 4651

346 W. ENTERPRISE
(USE RIDGE RD. ENTRANCE)
For additional information, please call:
Molten (North Amenca) Corp
(419)425-2700
E.O.E.
Pan-time cook needed
Apply in person to BG Country Club

923 Fairview Ave, BG

Grad. Student Only • 2 bedroom upper duplex
$480 a month . sec. deposit . uol 353-7257,
leave message.
House $i60/mo ♦ utii. Own room. Washer A
Dryer. Now thru August. Call 354-1391
Houses 8 Duplexes for 37 '96 School year
1 to 4 person homes avail • 12 mo lease only
starting in May: Sieve Smith 352-8917
(no can after 8pm)
Avail for Spring Semester ^7
2 Or 408 E. Court ■ $440 • uDI.
2 or 605 5th »C $320 . util
Slave Smith 352-8917 (no call after 8pm)
MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR SPRING
1997
FURN-, AIR COND . BALCONY DECK. HAVE
YOUR OWN ROOM, CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
$27SMO INCLUDES UTIL CALL TROY
354-4125

Now interviewing
Shift Managers and Delivery Drivers

One bedroom furnished or unfurnished apt.
EaalEvers$375mxi.4t9-669-3036

Due to Expansion in Bowling Green Plua Hut
is Now Hiring Shift Managers and Delivery
Drivers.

One female subieaser needed for Spring 97.
Own room, house not apt., dose to campus.
»i82rtno. Cell Jodi at 354-8098.

We offer:
"Competitive Pay 'Paid Training 'Flexible
Schedules 'Advancement Opportunity

Please call 354-5218

Sop by 1099 S Main Pizza Hut or Send resume to:
Pizza Hul
5122 Heatherdowns
Toledo.OH 43614
Fax: 3856346
SEASONAL
ORDER ENTRY
tS.S0-S6.IXU*
Hickory Farms is now hiring full and pan-Dme
seasonal Order Entry personnel to input orders
into our order processing system. Earn $5.50.
$6.00. $7.00 an hour or moral Positions are
open on day and evening shifts during tie
week and on weekends. Musi have basic computer and typing skills Flexible schedules,
cash performance sioentives. generous employee discount, professional supervision Apply ai person at our corporate offices Mon Fn.
from g:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.. and Sal. 10:00 am
- 3:00 p m Hickory Farms. 1505 Holland Rd ,
Maumee. OH 43537 EOE.
Summer internships
Be prepared unlike the rest ol your pals. Cal
1 800 346-1649.

Subieaser needed
Spring 1997

Subieaser lor BG Apt
Now til Aug. S146 66/mo

Call 669-3361
SUBLEASER WANTED FOR SPRING SEMESTER
The White House across Irom Big Shots Can
Ryan at 353-7206
Subieaser needed for Spring 97 or sooner.
Male or lemale. Own room, 2 full bath in house.
$205 • ubl., no security deposit. Call Tamyka
352-8689
Sublease's needed tor Spring '97 2 bdrm
apt, gas included Call 354-1235.

\^\ In my book, SamB's,
my favorite BG restauranl,
deserves star billing. It's the
best place to eat between
Toledo & Columbus ^^

(3avQople&

Jht Ti-trd,* Blade Rr

Applications are accepted Wednesdays from
930-iOam and Thuredays from 430-spm at
Sunahme Inc of NW Ohio, 7223 MaumeeWeasem Rd , Maumee. OH 43637. For more
Into call us al (419) 865-0521 or fan us at (419)
86S-9715EOE

DISCOVER CARD

SPRING
BREAK
NPayt To Discover I Us* Your
Discover Card And Save Up To $25'
To Apply For A Card,
Cal 1-aOO-IT-PAYS-TO.

TUESGrateful Dead Night
WEDCountry Night with Zim
Ladies Night 50« drafts &
Well drinks all night

Bahamas Party
Cruise
$279

THURS- 80s Vance
FRI -

80s -Dana

Cancun

$399

SAT -

80s Vance

$419

Never o Cover
21 fit Over

$119

750 20 oz. Drafts
Every Night

6 Days-AI Meals-Free PartlesT
• Includes Taxes
7 NJghU-AJr.Hotet-Save $1(50
on Food * Drinks

Jamaica

7 Nlghts-AJr*Hotel-Save $150
on Food 4 Drinks

Florida

7 Nights-Panama City, DaytorTa
8 Cocoa Beach
Mora than (SO locations worldwide. Far the location

Need a Math Tutor tor Math 233 (Calculus ID) Cal Stephen 353-2022
For the upcoming exam

Help! Subieaser needed lor Spring -97 Oupk»
on S. Main. Own Bedroom Convenient parking. «2S0rmo. • utl Call Man or Jake
353 3250.

Cera Provider: Having dfficully finding tjme to
work a pan-Dme job into your busy schedule7
Sunshine Inc. ol NW Onto is looking tor an individual D be available from midnight to the
early morning hours. 3-4 nights par week to
sleep (or study) Individuals need someone in
the home tor emergencies only. Wage is
4.7S/hour. Also would be able to pick-up addiDonal hours al wage stanjng al 6 73/hour

S5 off deluxe 12-month calendar with 12 photos

LIFEGUARD: Pan-Dme position (6* hours per
weak). Must be Lifeguard, CPR, and First Aid
Certified. CPO and WSI ceruhcasons helpful.
Varied hours induding weekends and evenings Positions will be year around employment
and oilers new therapeutics aquatics equiptment. Experience preferred. Submit applications B Sunshine Children's Home, 7223
Maumee-Weswm Rd.. Maumee. OH 43537.
ATTN. H.R. Mgr

INTERVIEWING
WEEK OF DECEMBER2,1996
MONDAY WEDNESDAY-FRIDAY
V00PM-S.00PM

All Students
Used Holiday Cash
Panti ma work
110 25.1"
Flexible hours. No exp. nee.
Call now: SSI -0736
Must fill 22 positions

calendars and other
great gift ideas, visit
our Web site at http-y/
www.kinkos.com or call
1-800-2-KINKOS.

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at homo. All materials provided Send SASE to P.O. Box 624.
Ouuhe.KS 66051.

Female Subieaser Needed Spnng 1997
Own bedroom (2 bdrm Apt) 1 block Irom
campus. Rent negotiable, tree May rent
and cable. Call anytime 354-8130

Si 750 weekly possible
mailing our ci/culars.
For info call 301-369-2047

negatives and we'll create
a personalized calendar,
It's one sure way to make
this a very memorable year.
To learn more about color

Desks clerks needed weekend 6-4pm. weekend/weekday 4-l2midnight. Shifts available,
long term posiboin. Stan ASAP. Minimum
wage. Buckeye Budget Motor Inn. CaN or skip
out between 8-4 Mon.- Fri.

PART TIMF
LESS THAN 1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
16 00 PER HOUR TO START
FLEXIBLE HOURS

llamrl
Do you nave deal MCAT Scores (30<)7
Do you have a personality?
The Pnnoaion Review seeks instructors
Part-time for courses m BG and/or
Toledo Cal 800-2-REVIEW
for further information

wiry leave your favorite photos in a drawer
when you can look at
them every day on a calendar?
Just bring us your color prints or

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000 ♦ /month
working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour Companies. World travel Seasonal 8 fuH time employment available. No experience necessary
For more Information call 1 206-071 3550 exl.
C5S448.

Female subieaser needed lor Spnng semester
Pay $20o/mo plua lights onryl Have own
bdrm. Call Kim at 352-2241 now lor details'

SlOOO'a POSSIBLE READING BOOKS Pal
Tloma. At Home. Toll Free (1) 800-21*9000
Eit. R-2076 lor listings

nmw't m turn ro a*af rev ran
a) will) rxturrj at XMhs i

Business Opportunity For Student
Become Independant Distributor tor fasiesl
growing Nutrition Baaed Weight Management/Dietary Supplement Company m the Nation
(419)693-5540 Mention this ad

"We don't have any information to believe he won't be playing for every game for the rest of
the year," Cowboys spokesman
Rich Dalrymple said. "We have
no information to confirm any of
those rumors."
Lett was suspended without
pay for four games in November
1995 after he tested positive for
drug use.
Under the terms of the drug
policy, Lett is to be tested a maximum of 10 times a month. During the appeal process, officials
will try to determine if Lett's positive sample came on the 11th
test, which could be thrown out,
the Star Telegram reported.

Sprinf Break Travtl-Our 10th Year!

1-800-678-6386
^

.l53-7.> I I
Available for Parties
I

146 North Main Bowling Green

Spring Break 97
Panama City Beach

$29

Spring Break Party Package
Package Includes:
•Gurl front accommodations at the
beaches largest resort
•FREE passes to Spinnaker and
Club Lavela
•Next to super clubs
•Wild contests 4 free entertainment
BOARDWALK
BEACH RESORT
1-800-224-4853
'package price based on per parson quint
occup 7 rUghl minimum stay $200 security
deposit at check In Bme You're •■
reeding? Pet on the phonal

